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INTRODUCTION 
 

“Is it the pill that makes the brain create the chemical and physiological changes 

to heal the body or is it the mind? We believe it is the mind outside the belief box 

that does.” 

 

  Aly McDonald                                                                                               Ed Rychkun 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our thesis in this book is simple. 

 

We are all creators and can create our own physical reality. 

 

You have heard that before, but it really never worked, right?  

 

Fact is you already do it. You just haven’t figured out exactly how you do it.   That’s why you have to 

work for a living and listen to what Doctors tell you about your health. That is the norm you accept to 

be true. Of course it is true - it is what the group or global consciousness says is true. It is that which 

the majority believes and that forms the box of rules that create your beliefs. The majority believes 

these, accepts them and surrenders to them because they are put in place by some higher authority. 

And you don’t mess with a higher authority. So anything that falls outside of this belief box like a 

healing miracle simply is not true. It does not get registered in the group subconsciousness. 

 

In our previous book we looked at how many are stepping outside of the norm of the group belief 

boxes to truly be creators of reality, namely health and wealth miracles. Of course we noted that even 

though some try to step out of the box it does not always work. So the quest in our book The Divine 

Programmer Creating Miracles became one of determining why and how many cases did work. 

Then we determined the best possible way to make it work. 

 

In this quest, we now continue the story of creating outside the belief box of the group consciousness. 

We present what we have found so as to freely share without copyright our research and findings so 

that you and others may bring the new possibility of being proactive creators into your awareness and 

assist in determining how it can best work for all. 

 

Who REALLY Has The Power? 
 

You go to visit the Doc because you accept the idea you have some medical issue. He checks you out 

and because he is the authority you believe him when he writes the prescription. As you pick up the 

pills from the pharmacy, you surrender to the fate that he has prescribed. When you take the pills 

without question or analysis, dah, dah, magically the body chemicals and physiology suddenly make it 

better. In every walk of life, this process of believing, accepting and surrendering to someone who is 

believed to have more knowledge or power over you is common. 

 

Of course we never question it because the Doc is the expert; the higher authority. But in the end, 

was it the Doc, the Pills, the Body or the Mind that actually made the body better – or worse? Is it 

possible that the mind actually made the body better? By the time you get through this book, you will 

Is it so that the power of my will 
Can heal my body without a pill? 
Without all this emotional strife 

Must come together to be understood 
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understand how the mind can overpower matter and that it may be the mind alone that really can do 

it. It was only your faith and trust in the Doc and his credibility that convinced your subconscious, 

your brain, and your cells to do it. On the other hand, if he told you that there was no cure for your 

ailments, then guess what your mind does? Will it then believe, accept and surrender to that fate? 

 

The belief boxes dictate much of these fates and behaviors. Here is a strange example. You take a 

shovel and start digging a hole because you’re just a silly dude who wants to get to the other side to 

Australia. After months of digging, you emerge on the other side. Do you come to Australia feet first 

or head first? What does your most sophisticated scientist say about that? It’s not possible so it’s a 

stupid question. By the time you get through this book you will understand that the answer to this has 

not yet become an actual possibility in our reality awareness and perhaps the world is actually a flat 

holographic plate, not round at all. The belief box sets the limits to what is possible and what is not. 

 

You have an issue that bugs you and you need some answers. So you start thinking about it 

constantly. Suddenly, from nowhere comes something that answers the question. Where did it come 

from? By the time you get through this book, you will understand that you attracted it from your own 

mind in a world of infinite possibilities. 

 

In our first book, The Divine Programmer: Creating Miracles we brought forward the well 

documented story of a fellow named Wright who had been hospitalized with advanced lymph node 

cancer. This case, like thousands of others, does not fit within the belief boxes of the group 

consciousness; so it has no credibility. Yet is exists so we want to bring it forward into your 

consciousness again. Wright was bedridden needing an oxygen mask to survive. Diagnosed with a few 

days left to live, this man was filled with tumors of the lymph nodes the size of oranges. All hope of 

any recovery was exhausted. But Wright did not want to die. He heard about Krebiozen, a new drug 

that was available for trial. Of course this was a waste of time to the doctor but with Wright’s 

persistence, he finally gave in and the drug was administered to Wright on a Friday. 

 

On Monday, when the Doc came in, he found Wright out of bed walking around. Inspections indicated 

his tumors had melted like snowballs on a hot stove. Ten days later, Wright left the hospital cancer 

free. 

 

Wright was active for about two months until he read some articles stating that Krebiozen actually had 

no affect on cancer of the lymph nodes. Being very logical and scientific, Wright suffered a relapse and 

was readmitted to the hospital. The tumors were back, as were lung issues that required oxygen; it 

was all the same again. 

 

Quite perplexed about this strange and dramatic shifting, the Doc decided to try something like a 

placebo. In this experiment he told Wright Krebiozen was actually effective and that the problem was 

some of the initial supplies had deteriorated during shipping. He said he had a new concentrated 

version and did Wright want to try it. The Doc had a plan to inject Wright with a plain water placebo 

with the usual ceremony. 

 

Again within days, the tumors melted, the chest fluid vanished and Wright was back on his feet feeling 

great. This went on for two months. Then Wright found out the American Medical Association 

announced that the nationwide study of Krebiozen had found the drug useless in treating cancer. 

Wright’s cancer instantly blossomed and he died two days later. 

 

On one hand, Wright refused to accept a fate which doomed him. He accepted, believed and 

surrendered to a different outcome and got super excited about it. So his mind and body got their shit 

together and got rid of the tumors. On the other hand, Wright suddenly accepted a new fate and 

believed that fate, then surrendered to a different fate. His body and mind lost their power and 

succumbed to the old reality to bring it all back. 
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What’s happening here? Just consider the number of chemicals and physiological processes of healing 

and non-healing that are going on here with no “real” cure. What was it that instigated the cure and 

return of the disease? Who and what instigated these dramatic changes in physical reality?  

  

Makes you think doesn’t it? First, what does any pill really do? This is called the Placebo Effect. It is 

not isolated as it is reported that 30% of medical treatments are due to placebo. And then there is the 

Placebo's evil brother called the Nocebo created in the mind by the power (or unfettered authority) of 

your doctor’s statements that tell you negative news. What power does your mind actually have that 

you are not aware of? Is there any reason why anybody can’t create an endless supply of placebo 

pills?  

 

A Baylor school of medicine published in 2002, in the New England Journal of Medicine an article 

which evaluated surgery for a patient with severe deliberating knee pain. Dr. Bruce Moseley knew that 

knee surgery helped his patients as he stated "good surgeons know there is no placebo effect in 

surgery". To figure out what part of the surgery was responsible for most of the pain, he set up three 

groups.   

 

He shaved the damaged cartilage in one group. He flushed out the knee joint removing inflammatory 

material in the second group and the third group got fake surgery. With the fake group the patient 

was sedated, got 3 incisions and he talked and acted like in a real surgery. He even splashed salt 

water to simulate the sound of knee washing. After 40 minutes he sewed up the incisions as if it was 

real surgery. All three groups got the same postoperative care. 

 

The surprise came when the groups who received surgery improved but the placebo group improved 

equally. A TV provided for viewing graphically illustrated the results. They all got better functionality 

even though the placebo group did not find out for two years. 

 

Scientific evidence on the placebo effect shows that people are healed through thought alone. The 

belief that they were taking real medication when actually taking a placebo caused changes in their 

brain to the degree that it looked like they were taking the real drug. 
 

A 2001 study showed the powerful effects of placebo medication in treating Parkinson’s disease. The 

placebo was induced into the brain to produce more dopamine, a known treatment for Parkinson’s. 

The effect was similar to that of real medication.  
 
Consider a randomized trial of women with polycystic ovarian syndrome; a condition that upsets 
the reproductive system and makes it more difficult to become pregnant. They found that 15% got 

pregnant while taking a placebo compared to 22% who actually received the drug.  
 

A woman suffering severe nausea was offered a potent new drug and promised it would cure her 

nausea. Within a few minutes her nausea vanished and stomach contractions settled back to normal. 

Only what the doctors gave her was a strong substance known to induce vomiting. 
 
In another study, nearly half of asthmatic patients received symptom relief from a fake inhaler or 
sham acupuncture.  
 
Almost 40% of people with headaches and more than half of patients with ulcer pain received relief 

with placebo treatment.  
 

When compared to morphine, placebos given to patients in place of morphine were almost equally 

effective at treating pain. 
 

The Institute of Noetic Sciences (IONS) compiled a database from the Spontaneous Remissions 

project, with 3500 case studies of miraculous healings with the placebo effect, showing seemingly 

incurable conditions, being cured. Diseases ranging from patients with stage 4 cancer who were cured 
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spontaneously, HIV positive patient that became HIV negative, thyroid disease that healed without 

treatment, aneurysms, cardiovascular disease, autoimmune conditions and many more starkly 

illustrate the power of the mind alone. 

 
In a fascinating study performed by Harvard professor of Medicine, Ted Kaptchuk, he conducted a 
placebo study whereby the patients were actually told they were receiving an inert substance, a 
placebo. They still got better! He concluded that the nurturing care and support of the healthcare 
practitioner was actually facilitating the self-healing process in placebo studies, not just the ritual of 

taking medication. 

 

In the USA, 50% of doctors admit to using placebo in clinical practice, and 97% of doctors in the UK 

have also prescribed placebo medication. 

 

These Are Not Special Cases 
 

Why do we present these cases? There are actually millions of these unexplained cases, some even 

more dramatic. We bring these forward into your awareness because sometimes it is the trigger that 

shifts belief out of the belief box. Why is this important? Well it is the belief box that dictates the type 

of neurological conditioning and programming in your subconscious and as you will find out in this 

book, it has the power of placebo and nocebo. Did you believe any of it, or did you look immediately 

for reasons that it could be a fake? If you look for fakes, it is because you are stuck in the 

consciousness belief box. Most likely your conscious mind woke up to believe it temporarily, but your 

subconscious programming from the years of box programming niggled you to look for reasons why it 

was a fake. And sometimes this subconscious training can be so well in place that you simply said: 

"what crap" and walked away. Well, dear Reader that is how the subconscious mind can sabotage 

what you "think" you believe. 

 

These dramatic cases are documented, observed facts that give you a glimpse into what could 

manifest as a possibility that you may have never even considered. If you start looking and opening 

your awareness, the staggering truth of it is that these many cases are not isolated; there are 

thousands more. No one can be explained but they nevertheless exist. You have simply been 

conditioned to believe they are some sort of anomaly that is interesting and perhaps entertaining but 

of no relevance in your life. And your body and mind respond to what you have allowed to be 

programmed into you. It was probably your Doctor that told you these were crap. Right? Did you 

believe him? Of course, you accept, believe and surrender to his greater expertise on the matter. It’s 

what everybody does. And that is precisely why it won’t work for you if you hold that belief in your 

subconscious. The programs in your consciousness belief box may be so strong you wouldn’t even 

dare ask your doctor! 

 

The first very important thing to understand here is that these physical anomalies like miracles and 

materialization of reality do exist. Simply because they cannot be explained does not discredit them 

from existence. It is the limits of the belief box that do. Secondly, how can you ever assume that you 

yourself cannot benefit from such an experience, or even do it yourself? Moreover, what makes you 

think that it can’t happen again, and again, and to you? Yes, to you? Yes, let go of the beliefs that 

create the limits. After all, when you purchase a lotto ticket with incredible odds against you, it is your 

mind that suggests you could be the one… bugger the odds!  

 

In a publication called New Insights From Clinical and Neuroimaging Studies, authors and 

researchers Nico J. Diederich, MD and Christopher G. Goetz, MD, FAAN published the following: 

 

Placebo (PL) treatment is a method utilized as a control condition in clinical trials. A positive placebo 

response is seen in up to 50% of patients with Parkinson disease (PD), pain syndromes, and 

depression. The response is more pronounced with invasive procedures or advanced disease. 
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Physiologic and biochemical changes have been studied in an effort to understand the mechanisms 

underlying placebo-related clinical improvement.”  

  

We detailed many healers and changers of reality in our first book in an attempt to come up with 

clarity on why these things do happen. But we left with some outstanding questions because this thing 

called a placebo appears to heal by mind alone without a Facilitator or Divine Intervention. The mind 

instigates control over matter and makes in many cases a radical change chemically, physically and 

physiologically.  

 

In this book, we are going to take you on a continued journey into the fringe world of non-science 

outside the box. Can we make sense out of this placebo “nonsense”? It is our intention to look at this 

in a different simple way by simply providing a lot of evidence created by cases and out of the box 

people that are researchers and facilitators actually doing miraculous things. Let’s face it, quantum 

physics, morphic fields, energy bodies, chakras, heart fields, torroids, trinary computers, cell biology 

and all those topics we introduced in The Divine Programmer: Creating Miracles are not so simple 

to understand. Additionally, they are not really “established” as any proof regarding how controlling 

reality can be done. So we are going to back up a bit and delve into these main topics. 

 

 The way the quantum mind works  

 In-between Life Regression: Your Life Plan movie 

 The Altered State of consciousness 

 Near Death and Out Of Body Experiences 

 Past Life Regression and Future Life Progression 

 Astral Projection 

 Head and Heart Brain science  

 Placebos and the Mind 

 The way quantum reality works 

 Who is the real Divine Programmer 

 

In this process of awareness, we are going to relate the reality of what we live in as our physical 

reality to the working of the mind – consciousness – that thing of energy that no science can explain. 

In our first book The Divine Programmer: Creating Miracles, we clearly saw that the wave of 

quantum physics as related to consciousness is evolving exponentially as a “scientific” explanation on 

how things that have not been explained by traditional Newtonian science can be explained. This 

includes all so called “esoteric” fringe areas of psychic phenomenon (PSI).  In this book, we saw how 

the energetic, subtle fields of our being behaved in a quantum manner.   

 

We will begin by looking at our minds at what we call imagination, namely thoughts and images, 

words and feelings that we can construct in our imagination to create an imaginary movie. We are all 

familiar with this ability to use imagination. To the mind, or conscious awareness, this movie will be 

likened to an imaginary reality created with eyes closed; as opposed to a physical reality we see with 

eyes open. As we proceed through this, we are going to attempt to give you simple insight into how 

this creative process can be used to explain quantum physics.   

 

Then let us have a look at the “mind” workers and what they have found in all of their studies. We will 

look more closely at this altered state that has been a vital component of creating health and wealth 

miracles. Then we will look at how many people have learned about a different movie we engage in – 

our lives on this planet. It is called a Life Plan that you allegedly as a Soul contracted to play a role in. 

 

Because this will open to some very perplexing notions of how this can be, we will look more deeply 

into the world of Near Death Experiences where so many have had an instant panoramic holographic 

review of this movie. We will study the phenomenon of Out of Body experiences or Astral Projection 

where one has more control on these travels to the “other side”. Then we will study the arts of PLR 

(Past Life Regression) that so many have used to change the movies of the past. This will lead to a 
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study of FLP (Future Life Progression) where it becomes possible to see what that Life Plan movie is in 

the future.  

 

A bit far out? Well perhaps if you are a non believer and have a closed mind about it, it is so. But for 

those millions who have engaged, studied, or been recipients of these new evolving disciplines, it is far 

from fantasy. We will also look at the big scientific news these days and see what science is saying 

about all this. 

 

Finally, we will relook our conclusions of Divine Programmer and attempt to uncover who really is the 

Divine Programmer. 
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